Undergraduate

BE Electrical Engineering
BS Education
BS Entrepreneurship
BS Logistics & Supply Chain Management
BS Industrial Management
BS Social Entrepreneurship
BS Actuarial Science & Risk Management
BS Mathematics & Economics
BS Data Science
BS Joint Honors Business and Psychology
BS (Economics, Media & IR)
BS (Economics, Law & IR)

Graduate

MSc Organizational Psychology and HRM 2 Y
MSc Organizational Psychology and HRM 3.5 Y
MBA Education Management 2 Y
MBA Environment & Energy Management
MBA Health & Hospital Management
MBA Logistics & Supply Chain Management
MBA Industrial Management
MBA (Educational Management) 2 Year

Master of Philosophy

M.Phil Business Management
M.Phil Organizational Psychology
MS Education
MS English Applied Linguistics
MS Computer Science
MS Mathematics & Scientific Computing
MS (Statistics & Scientific Computing)
MS Engineering Management
MS Electrical Engineering
MS (Economics)

Doctor of Philosophy

PhD in Business Management
PhD in Education
PhD Computer Science
Ph.D (Economics)
PhD Statistics & Scientific Computing